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Welcome to our practice. We are pleased to have the opportunity to work with you and
hope that this handout will provide information helpful in making an informed decision
concerning our services and your treatment. Please feel free to ask questions you may
have at any time.

Appointments:
While our services are available by appointment only, we make every effort to address emergencies as quickly as
possible. Appointments for psychotherapy are scheduled for 50 minutes while appointments for medication
checks and psychological testing will vary upon needs. Please be aware that testing fees include face to face
contact as well as test scoring, interpretation, and report generation. Because this time is reserved for you, it is
necessary to charge for appointments which are not cancelled 24 hours in advance. However, we will credit your
account for the first missed appointment if your next one is kept. All other missed appointments will be billed
($40.00 for 30 minute appointments and $75.00 for 50 minute appointments) unless we agree that an emergency
has occurred to create the need for the late cancellation. If three appointments are missed with no cancellation
notice, our professional relationship will be terminated and a referral may be made to another mental health
provider as needed.

Treatment:
We encourage you to become an informed consumer of the procedures, goals, rationale, and possible side effects
of medications and psychotherapy used in your treatment. Both methods of treatment can be highly beneficial,
although they are not completely free from risk. Potential side effects from medications vary greatly and will be
discussed in detail with you prior to their prescription. For psychotherapy, the risks may include the experience
of intense and unwanted feelings (e.g., anger, fear, guilt, or anxiety), recalling of unpleasant life events, or facing
unpleasant thoughts and beliefs. It is important to remember that these feelings are often natural and normal and
are an important part of the therapy process and should be discussed in your sessions.
Therapy is essentially a relationship between the patient and the therapist. The initial focus of therapy is to
understand the thoughts, feelings, and life situations that concern you. Therapy can offer support, the
development of specific skills such as communication, parenting, problem solving, and self-control, and guidance
to facilitate your desired goals. However, as the patient you have the responsibility to decide your ultimate course
of action. Formal and informal assessments, readings, journal writing, and other “homework” are often suggested
to enhance your therapy experience.
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Patient’s Rights:
At any time, our patients may question and/or refuse therapeutic, medication, or diagnostic procedures, or gain
whatever information they wish to know about the process and course of treatment. You also have the right to
seek a second opinion from another clinician. Patients are assured of confidentiality, which is protected by
professional ethical standards and by Indiana State Law. This law also applies to adolescents. While the
parent/guardian is entitled to information regarding their child’s progress, we have found that it is most helpful if
the teenager is not pushed to disclose everything they discuss with their clinician. There are some exceptions to
confidentiality that are legally mandated. These include: 1) if in our best professional judgment a patient has an
intention to harm him/herself, someone else, or is gravely disabled to the point of being unable to take care of
his/her basic needs; 2) if there is any reason for us to suspect child abuse, neglect, or molestation; 3) if there is any
reason for us to suspect elder abuse; 4) if there is a legal action in which we or our records are subpoenaed or if
we are ordered by a judge to release our records. In the above cases, we will make an effort to discuss the release
of this information with you before it is sent, but we are under no obligation to do so. If there is a need to release
information from your records for other circumstances (e.g., to talk with a child’s teacher, primary care physician,
etc.), it will be discussed with you and you must sign a “Release of Information” form, even if the release is at
your request. Finally, in cases of divorce, Indiana law allows non-custodial parents to have equal access to the
custodial parent with respect to all medical (including mental health) and school records.

Termination:
Termination from treatment may occur at any time and may be initiated by either the patient or our staff. If a
decision is made to terminate, there may be a minimum of one session notice so that the reason(s) for termination
can be explored. If any referral is warranted, it will be made at that time.

Charges:
The charges for our services are based on the usual, reasonable, and customary fee profiles of this area. Our
charges vary by clinical service and will be discussed with you in advance. The fee includes our time in session
as well as our time on your behalf that involves record keeping, session preparation, and telephone calls for the
purpose of scheduling, clarifying billing information, or consultation with other professionals who may be
involved with you (e.g., primary care physician). Our patients are expected to pay for services when they are
provided, which includes co-pays, deductibles, and balances. Any balance not paid after 60 days could result in
collection agency fees being added to your account balance and indefinite termination from our practice for all
family members.

Insurance:
If you have a health insurance plan, a portion of the cost of your treatment may be reimbursed. While we will be
happy to file your claims, you are responsible for knowing the terms of your policy and the extent of your
coverage. Insurance balances that remain after 60 days may become patient responsibility. If we do not
participate in your plan, payment is expected in full at the time of service before a claim will be filed on your
behalf. Often insurance companies require diagnostic and treatment information before reimbursing us. We will
release this information to them as needed so your claims can be paid promptly. While this is sensitive
information and is generally treated as such by insurance companies, we cannot guarantee how any particular
insurance company respects this information. If you prefer that we do not release this information to your
insurance company for reimbursement purposes, you will be responsible for the entire fee for your services.

CONSENT FOR MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
I, the undersigned, agree and consent to participate in the mental health services provided by Valena and
Associates as defined in Indiana State law. This consent applies to my child or ward if they are the identified
patient.
I understand that I am consenting and agreeing only to those mental health services that my provider is qualified
to provide within the scope of his/her license and training.
I understand that this agreement does not guarantee that we will attain my goals; however, I agree that I will pay
for access to Valena and Associates’ resources as mental health providers and their willingness to apply their
skills and resources in good faith.
I stipulate that this agreement will become part of my medical record which is accessible to myself and Valena
and Associates, but to no other person without my written consent, with the exceptions as stated above. My
provider may discuss my progress with my physician(s) or physician group
To the extent necessary to determine liability for payment and to obtain reimbursement, I authorize the release of
any information regarding service rendered and allow a photocopy of my signature to be used to file insurance. I
direct my insurance to issue payment for all medical/mental health benefits due me directly to my provider. This
assignment and authorization will remain in effect until revoked by me in writing. I understand that I am
responsible for the fees for all services rendered and that I may be charged for refilling lost prescriptions.
My signature indicates that I have read the above presented in this disclosure statement. I understand the
information and agree with the conditions of treatment stated or implied here. I have received a copy of this
office’s policies and a notice of privacy practices.

Client Signature

Date

Parent/Guardian Signature

Date

Valena & Associates Staff Signature

Date

.
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CHILD & ADOLESCENT PATIENT REGISTRATION
DATE:

COMPLETED BY:

PATIENT INFORMATION:
NAME:
AGE:

First

Last

Middle

BIRTHDATE:

SEX:

SS#

ADDRESS:
CITY:

STATE:

ZIP:

COUNTY:

TOWNSHIP:

HOME PHONE:

ALTERNATE PHONE:

PRIMARY CARE PHYSICIAN:

PHONE:

RESPONSIBLE PARTY INFORMATION:
FULL NAME:
RELATIONSHIP TO PATIENT:

SS#

ADDRESS:
CITY:

STATE:

PLACE OF EMPLOYMENT:
HOME PHONE:

ZIP:

PHONE:
ALTERNATE PHONE:

NEXT OF KIN/GUARDIAN INFORMATION:
Who to contact if the above party is not available.
FULL NAME:
RELATIONSHIP TO PATIENT:

PHONE:

ADDRESS:
CITY:

STATE:

ZIP:

WHO REFERRED YOU TO OUR PRACTICE?
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CHILD & ADOLESCENT – PROBLEM CHECKLIST
INSTRUCTIONS: Please read each item carefully and circle the number of any statement which has described
the patient’s behavior in the last month.
I. BEHAVIOR PROBLEMS
1. Does things without thinking
2. Violates curfew and other house rules
3. Destroys property or belongings
4. Steals
5. Lies often
6. Has been in trouble with the police or probation department
7. Has sexual problems
8. Has run away from home
9. Has attempted or talked about suicide
10. Argues when told to do something
11. Delays doing what was requested
12. Is cruel to animals
13. Has to have everything his/her way
14. Often tries to be the center of attention
15. Has temper tantrums
16. Acts like a younger child
17. Curses
18. Sets fires
19. Has nervous habits
20. Often pouts and sulks
21. Prefers to be alone/avoids activities
II. ACADEMIC PROBLEMS
1. Is truant from school
2. Grades have dropped
3. Does not complete assignments in the classroom
4. Does not do homework
5. Has a learning disability and/or mental retardation
6. Feels unfairly treated by teachers and/or administrators
7. Has a short attention span
8. Often clowns in class
9. Refuses to go to school
10. Can’t sit still
11. Makes below average grades
12. Rarely speaks up in class
13. Has difficulty working in groups
14. Rarely works without individual attention
15. Has been suspended from school
III. PROBLEMS WITH THINKING
1. Seems preoccupied with certain thoughts
2. Daydreams more than most
3. Says or does things over and over
4. Hears or sees things that aren’t there
5. Seems unaware at times of what is happening around
him/her
6. Has trouble concentrating
7. Has ideas that don’t make sense
IV. PROBLEMS WITH FEELINGS
1. Is upset by any change in routine or schedule
2. Has a lot of fears
3. Lacks self-confidence
4. Feels sad a lot/cries easily
5. Does not seem to feel guilt

6. Is extremely critical
7. Seems afraid to make mistakes/easily embarrassed
8. Does not like to be touched
9. Resents even gentle criticism
10. Has an “I don’t care” attitude
11. Has a “you can’t make me” attitude
12. Feels angry a lot
13. Feels bored a lot
14. Is afraid of “rough” play
15. Has frequent nightmares
V. FAMILY PROBLEMS
1. Gets along poorly with brothers or sisters
2. Avoids contact with family members
3. Gets along poorly with mother/stepmother
4. Gets along poorly with father/stepfather
5. Parents get along poorly with each other
6. Clings to parent
VI. SOCIAL PROBLEMS
1. Hangs around with a bad crowd
2. Is too easily led by others
3. Chooses friends a lot younger
4. Chooses friends a lot older
5. Is often teased by others
6. Doesn’t like being alone
7. Has few friends
8. Tattles on other children
9. Teases other children
10. Seems shy
11. Often boasts
12. Often interrupts others
13. Won’t argue or fight back when most would
14. Fights
15. Has been sexually molested anytime in his/her life
16. Uses alcohol
17. Uses drugs
18. Sells drugs
19. Smokes cigarettes
VII. PHYSICAL COMPLAINTS
1. Has a lot of physical complaints
2. Has trouble falling asleep
3. Is seriously overweight or underweight
4. Has lost or gained a lot of weight recently
5. Sleeps a lot
6. Has hearing problems
7. Has speech problems
8. Has poor bladder control during the day
9. Has poor bladder control during the night
10. Has vision problems
11. Is clumsy and awkward
12. Is tired much of the time
13. Has poor bowel control during the day
14. Has poor bowel control during the night

PLEASE LIST PERSONS CURRENTLY LIVING IN THE HOUSEHOLD.
NAME

AGE

SEX

RELATIONSHIP

OCCUPATION

PLEASE LIST ALL THE SCHOOLS THAT THE CHILD/ADOLESCENT HAS ATTENDED BEGINNING WITH HIS/HER
CURRENT SCHOOL.
NAME OF SCHOOL

WHAT GRADE IS THE CHILD/ADOLESCENT IN?

ADDRESS

YEARS ATTENDED

SCHOOL PHONE:

HAS THE CHILD/ADOLESCENT EVER BEEN SUSPENDED FROM SCHOOL?

□ YES

□ NO

HAS THE CHILD/ADOLESCENT BEEN EVALUATED BY THE SCHOOL SYSTEM OR ANOTHER PROFESSIONAL
FOR LEARNING OR OTHER PROBLEMS?
□ YES
□ NO
Please bring a copy of the report if you have it.
PLEASE LIST NAMES OF CURRENT PHYSICIANS, REASONS SEEN, AND APPROXIMATE DATES OF SERVICE:

PLEASE LIST CURRENT MEDICATIONS BEING TAKEN, BOTH PRESCRIPTION AND OVER-THE COUNTER:
Include dosage and times taken

PLEASE LIST ANY ALLERGIES OR ADVERSE MEDICATION REACTIONS:

PLEASE BRIEFLY DESCRIBE THE PROBLEMS THE CHILD/ADOLESCENT HAS BEEN EXPERIENCING WHICH
PROMPTED YOU TO SEEK OUR HELP.

